SUBASH Search Engine Optimization is a part or branch of search engine marketing or web
marketing. Search Engine Optimization is a technique to improve traffic of a website. SEO is a
way to optimizing a website by improving internal and external pages and also to improve traffic
from search engine.
SEO is a technique to improve a website ranking in organic way. SUBASH SEO produces
natural result, premier and Service Provider. Website Ranking and keyword analyzer have A1
keyword research finds, generates and test which keywords have weak competition in searches.
Then use our keyword research tool to optimize your websites pages for optimal ranking in
search engines.
About the team of SUBASH SEO
Your browser may not support display of this image. Subash SEO team has been trained on the
most up-to-date techniques and work with good service to their ever growing client data. The
SUBASH SEO Company is a fully fledged provider this company concentrates and provides an
excelled customer services; and clears all the quires within a short period of time all over the
world. The works are done manually with the experienced and fully trained staffs they are well
versed in building up the links and follow all the guidelines of submission, in internet marketing
strategies and many other services. We submit the directories with the high PR rank sites with
considerable rates.
SUBASH SEO SERVICES
We provide many services with best quality and high speed so that we satisfy the customer’s
requirements like quality and quantity of work. Subash Search Engine Optimization provides a
wide range of link building services and many other popular services they are:
* Directory Submission
* News Release Distribution
* Web 2.0 Blogging Service
* Articles Marketing
* Social Bookmarking
* Approved News Release promotion Service
* Guaranteed Article Marketing Link Promotion Service
* Blog Scraping Service
* Unique Web 2.0 Blogging Service
* Multi URL Social Book Marking
* Account Creation Social Book Marking Services
* Guaranteed Article Marketing Links
* Frequent Article Directory Submission Services
* Unique Content Social Book Marking Service

* Frequent Directory Submission Service
* Frequent News Release Submission Services
* Squidoo Lens Creation and Promotion
* Spinning Article Marketing
* Spinning News Release Submission
* Spin Content Web 2.0 Blogging
* Spinning Social bookmarking Submission Service
* Guarantee Links Spinning Article Marketing
* Inner URL page Web Directory Submission
* Guaranteed Approved News Release Links
* Spinning Website Submission
* Web 2.0 Cycling Services
* UK Web Directory Submission
* Web 2.0 Sub Wheeling Services

* Directory Submission Services:
Our experts have pored over, investigate, and compiled a list of the highest PR rank sites web
directories available. We are constantly evaluating these directories to ensure they are
performing to our prospect. Our directory submissions team will manually enter your information
on top of these exclusive directories, and you can sit back and enjoy incredible results.
Here are some reasons why you should consider utilizing directory submission services: are we
have well experienced and knowledge staffs they submits the directory following the submission
rules, we double check the site, and submit the correct categories, we analyze the details that
are provided and suggest improvements if needed. We are professional, reliable, and dedicated
to your satisfaction, we have different rates and services as per your request.
* News Release Distribution:
News releases are one of our sites for distribution of latest news to our customers and for many
other peoples. Our news release website is for spreading out the news about our product and to
distribute the news of the news release sites.
New Release is one of the services which publish the news about your sites or products to top
and high rank new release sites. These top new release sites are always having high site
ranking and also these site will help us to get the high ranking for our sites by using news
release service.
The features of News Release Service

* News Release service is SEO friendly
* This service will allow up to 3 top Keywords in news release
* 400 words news release based on your product and service will allow
* Fast and More accurate
The benefits of News release service
* News Release service is the one of the best way to reach your product to more number of
people.
* News Release service is best method to increase your site traffic with minimal effect and cost
* Increase your web site rank in Google
* Reach your site to more number of audiences
* Increase your product sale
* News release service will increase one way back links to your website.
* Fast and more results.

* Web 2.0 Blogging Service
Blogging is a place for sharing their thoughts and knowledge. Blogging helps in the new
developments, spreading the news, general gossip and if interested we can share to the world
about yourself and your thoughts, in blogging we can write information’s like writing or
submitting articles, product catalogs, product information’s and many other features of products
which needs to reflecting on the blogging. Blogging is one of the best services which is used to
increase the page ranking and get the highest traffic for the websites.
Services provided by Subash SEO in Web 2.0 Blogging service
Some of the Advantages of Subash SEO
1. Cost Effective: Subash SEO does not demand pay for click/visitors you get that means you
can enjoy benefits of being on top without having to pay for this, includes long term benefits,
needs low ongoing maintenance fees and is best for the marketers on budget. The only
expenses would be while hiring expert SEO services from a well known SEO company, which is
very less as compare to paid ads.
2. Trust: The organic listings of SEO are a trusted source of information, supposed to be
indexed and unbiased entirely by the programmed method of the third party.
3. Long Lasting: Even though the SEO techniques takes around 6-7 months to bring results but
the results are long lasting and benefit the user for years to come.
* Articles Marketing

Article Marketing is one of the methods used in businesses for writing short articles of the given
subject. Each articles will have the resource box which gives the full details of the author’s
business like contact information, telephone number etc. This is one of the techniques to
increase the potential of attracting new clients.
Article Marketing is one of the recognized services in SEO in which we can submit the articles
manually written linking to the top ranking article and promote the article on the top. There are
many features of Article Marketing Services like submitting the article in numerous article
distribution sites which is promoted by article marketing. Article Marketing Service is SEO
friendly. There are many packages in Article Marketing includes the submission of your articles
in top 50 ranking article marketing directories like ezinearticles. Com, articledashboard.com.
* Social Bookmarking
Social Bookmarking or social websites is an effective method to drive traffic to your website.
Social bookmarking submission is a wonderful and powerful method for service in Search
Engine Optimization. Social book marking is popular fact and major search engines like Google,
MSN and Yahoo give more weight age to content in a website.
Choosing the right company plays a very important role as if we choose a wrong company there
is a great risk of getting banned of the site. Subash SEO is one of the right places for the articles
for social bookmarking submission which will post the articles to the top quality. The rates of the
submission are comparably cheap when compared to other submission Services. We have
been providing a long time and better service in Social bookmarking submission. There are
many packages in Social Bookmarking at different rates according to the submissions.
* Approved News Release Promotion Service
Approved News Release is promoting the news about the products or business which is very
important to get more sales or distribute and give more information about the products or about
the services to the people. Subash SEO services are publishing news to the top News Release
sites and should get approval from the administrator. Only after getting the approval from
administrator the article is submitted and promotes the approved links by Subash SEO Social
Book Marking services.
Features and Benefits of Approved News Release
Before updating the news we should get approved from the administrator and check whether
the news are true. Once it is approved we promote the link to the top most links, we give very
fast and more accurate services compared to other services. Some of the advantages are we
can get 2 benefits in this services they are approved news release promotion and social book

marking just by using one service. We increase your website ranking in Google, and many other
top sites. Subash SEO is one of the top SEO services in the SEO Market, provides high quality
services with reasonable price, provides on time delivery a gives more concentration on
customer satisfaction and excellent client services. There are many packages in News Release
promotion services client can choose according to their requirements.
* Guaranteed Article Marketing Link Promotion Service
Our Article Marketing link promotion is providing one of the best services in Subash SEO. This
service is very confidential, valuable and very important that increases the confidence of the
product and the sales. Many article marketers have found success their techniques have
improved, which makes easier for the buyers of the services. The Subash SEO guaranteed
article marketing link are becoming more common service arrangement. We provide better high
quality writing, guaranteed article links, and provide a good and more traffic for the articles.
Best Features and Benefits of guaranteed article marketing link promotion service
Subash SEO service provides guarantee for all submitted articles, book marking are made only
for approved links, the team of Subash SEO does the assigned job very fast and more
accurately and promote the links than compared to other services. Subash SEO services uses 3
or more high density keywords to promote the articles or the links provided. Some of the
benefits are we can get two services by using one service placing an order in guaranteed article
marketing link promotion y get social book marking. We provide high quality service with
reasonable rates, Subash SEO is more flexible to clients, and always meets the client
expectation and provides quality services. And has many Packages client can choose according
their choices.
* Blog Scraping Service
Blog scraping service is one of the best services of Subash SEO to increase the traffic of the
site by adding the comments about blogs or writing review about blogs in SEO field. Most of the
blogs allows their reader to review or write their own comments, suggestions, ideas or thoughts
in the blogs. In this internet world we can find numerous blogs and sites related to various topics
and products.
This service increases the traffic of website by adding the comments to other blogs, as this is
one of the very easiest and simplest methods. But getting approval from moderator sites for the
blogs is one of the difficulty things. So Subash SEO is setting up to provide the blog scraping
service without the approval of the moderators do. We find high PR pages on various blogs
related to your website content and write their own comment about the blogs and provide the
link of your own website.

Some of the features, benefits and advantages of Blog Scraping Service
Subash SEO provides comments or reviews to blogs, our service will provide approval from
Blog’s administrator for each comments, our service is more fast and more accurate promotion
compared to other services, this service is optimized and SEO friendly. This service is best
method to increase your site traffic with minimal effect and costs, increases your web site rank
in all search engines, reach your site to more number of audiences or clients or customers,
increases your product sales, our service is fast and more have more results. Subash SEO is
one the top service provider in the SEO market, provides on time deliver, more flexible to
clients.
* Unique Web 2.0 Blogging Service
Blogging is a personal dairy; at the same time creating blogging with unique content is one of
the best Subash SEO strategies and Google always try to check new contents, so this service
will be more useful for getting the traffic and increase the sale.
Subash SEO will register the top free blogging sites like blogger.com, wordpress.com, and
squidoo.com etc with the information provided from the client. We write the blogging with unique
contents about your websites, services and products by using the top 3 keywords with the help
of quality blog writing team. We post unique content to different registered blogs and promote
the blogs by using the favorites making methods
Benefits and Services of Web 2.0 Blogging Services
Our Service Search Engine always search new content, so it will provide unexpected high
traffic, in a single service, you will be getting different blogging with unique content. So we can
save more money, time saving, increase sales, increases the number of site views by sharing all
your site or product information to different blogs with unique content. Subash SEO has expert
team with high quality writers for unique blogging writing, we doesn’t encourage automated tools
for blogging writings, we have 5 years of experience in blogging service, Subash SEO is more
user friendly and provides quality service. We have different packages with comparable rates
clients or customers can select according to package.
* Multi URL Social Book Marking
Multi URL Social Book Marking is the home page link of the site, it is not only enough to
increase high traffic or increase page ranking. Our SEO analyzers have done lots of research
and found that the inner page links promotion also helps to increase traffic as unexpected. We
provide the Multi URL Social Book Marking to promote or book mark the home page link of the
site and to promote the inner pages link by using Social book marking method.

Features and Benefits of Multi URL Social Book Marking Services
Multi URL Social Book Marking promotes multiple URLs like the home page and the inner pages
for the single site. This service is more scalable, this multi URL is faster and more accurate
compared to single URL Social Book Marking, Subash SEO service is very simple and friendly
and concentrates on customer satisfaction. The multi URL link can promote home page and
inner pages with same price so that we can save the money, time etc, we can get the results
very quickly, increases your product sales.
* Account Creation Social Bookmarking Services
Creating an account in various top Social Book Marking site is difficult but Subash SEO has
made simpler and very easy for creating an account by just providing the accurate account
details to create in various sites. The cost is comparably less than other services; Subash SEO
promotes the site with the same information which is used to create the account.
Features, Benefits and Advantages of Account Creation Social Book Marking Service
Creating a new account with Subash SEO provides your own account with the same details for
various Social Book Marking Sites, after the submission of the article you can login to the
account and verify whether the article is approved or not, Creating an account in Subash SEO
will have more security and can use anytime anywhere, while creating the account we enter the
details manually we doesn’t use the automated tools for creating an account.
You will own a account with less cost, more security is provided so that fraud is avoided, while
creating the account it takes very less time, and easy for verification, another beneficial thing is
if you forget your password you can reset your accounts passwords. Subash SEO is more
flexible to clients and concentrates more on customer’s satisfaction.
* Guaranteed Article Marketing Link
Our Article Marketing link is one of the valuable services in Subash SEO. Getting approval from
the site administrator for the article is very difficult. But Subash SEO guaranteed article
marketing link has made it easy as it has more common service arrangement. We provide better
high quality writing, guaranteed article links, and provide a good and more traffic for the articles.
Best Features and Benefits of guaranteed article marketing link promotion service
Subash SEO service provides guarantee for all submitted articles, book marking are made only
for approved links, the team of Subash SEO does the assigned job very fast and more
accurately and promote the links than compared to other services. Subash SEO services uses 3
or more high density keywords to promote the articles or the links provided. Some of the

benefits are we can get two services by using one service placing an order in guaranteed article
marketing link promotion y get social book marking. We provide high quality service with
reasonable rates, Subash SEO is more flexible to clients, and always meets the client
expectation and provides quality services. And has many Packages client can choose according
their choices.
* Frequent Article Directory Submission Service
Subash SEO’s one of the new package which is useful for submitting article in a weekly basis,
as in other services submitting article on weekly basis is very difficult and costly, Frequent
Article Directory Submission service has made it easy and the quality is maintained such as
submit to high ranking sites regularly and frequently.
Best Features and Benefits of frequent article marketing submission services.
Subash SEO provides various package schemes for the submitting the articles on weekly,
monthly submissions and 15 days once submission and daily submission, according to the
submission the packages are rated. The new updates of our services, products and sites are
regularly updated to the clients.
* Unique Content Social Bookmarking Service
Uniqueness is the outstanding reorganization of an Service Subash SEO gives a unique details
about their own product and makes the product and site develop easily and faster using the
unique contents. We write unique contents for the improvising the product sites in various high
ranking directories and the cost of this service is very less compared to other services.
Some of the Unique features, benefits and advantages of unique social bookmarking services
We bookmark different contents with various social bookmarking sites, we provide an fast and
more accurate services compared to others, we have well trained and experienced writers to
write and bookmark unique content about the products, all these features will increase the
product sale.
* Frequent Directory Submission Service
Frequent directory submission service is one of the valuable services of Subash SEO which
submits the information as per the request and service, we submit the information or the article
in the top 100 high ranking directories as per the request of the client like per week, 15 days
once, per month
Features, benefits and advantages of frequent directory submission services

Our experienced team continuously monitors the upcoming high rank services and submits your
sites to new directories by weekly basis; our service will make an long term business
relationship. Our services will increase you products sales and services.
* Frequent News Release Submission Services
News plays an very important roles in everyone’s life. News is one of the fastest way to reach
people easily, there are many medias to convey news like news papers, Televisions, radios,
internets etc. Subash SEO’s new service is Frequent News Release Submission Services to
reach and fulfill the customer’s needs in a very cheap and high value services in the SEO
Market.
Features, benefits and advantages of Frequent News Release Submission Services
We frequently submit the news for our clients about our new services and products, and submit
the news about your site or product to high ranking news release sites on weekly basis; we
mainly concentrate on 100% customer satisfaction.
* Squidoo Lens Creation and Promotion
Squidoo lens is a tool which can promote the web pages in some of the top most sites like
Google, Yahoo, MSN etc, Squidoo lens creation and promotion is to create and promote an
article to the top most directories and to promote the article, links or the products.
Features, benefits and advantages of Squidoo lens creation and promotion
Links from Squidoo lens increases the number of visitors visiting your web page by this the site,
and the products can be popularized. There are many packages with comparable rates clients
or customers can
* Spinning Article Marketing
Spinning is to create different articles from one source of manual writing article by using the
spinning software. Most of the search engines searches for different content articles, spinning
service creates number of articles by using the spinning software and we will submit the high
value article to the top directories.
Features, benefits and advantages of spinning article marketing submission service
We can create number of articles from the original manually written article, it consumes less
time, we can get numbers of different articles by using single service, Subash SEO doesn’t

charge for spinning. There are many packages for different orders of different considerable
rates.
* Spinning News Release Submission
Spinning news release submission is one of the services used to spin the single news releases
to number of news releases with different content, but retaining the original news as it is.
Spinning of news releases is done to increase the ranking of website and increase the sale of
the product.
Features, benefits and advantages of spinning news release submission services
Subash SEO can create number of news releases within a short period of time, the main source
of the news is written manually if any corrections has to be done, and it is done as per client
suggestions. You can get more number of articles with single article cost.
* Spin Content Web 2.0 Blogging
Is one of the methods used to convert single Web 2.0 blogging to numerous web 2.0 blogging
with different contents, retaining the same meaning. This method reduces the writing cost of
blogs; we can also submit more number of different blogs in very short period of time.
Features, benefits and advantages of Spin Content web 2.0 blogging services
The original content will be retained the same, but many different spinning contents can be
posted in numerous blogs, we do n100% manual submission, software is used only for spinning
of the article but not for the submission.
* Spinning Social bookmarking Submission Service
Spinning is one of the best methods to create more articles and documents from one single
source article. Spinning Social bookmarking Submission Service is one of the best services to
increase the traffic sites. Subash SEO writes the article with title and description by using the
expert writers and spins the article using the spinning software.
Features, benefits and advantages of Spinning Social Bookmarking Submission Services
Subash SEO doesn’t charge for spinning the article, numerous articles are created in the cost of
one single article, and more number of articles can be created with less amount of time. Rates
are comparably less comparing to other services.
* Guarantee Links Spinning Article Marketing

Guarantee links spinning article marketing is one of the best services in SEO’s guarantee word
itself means it is very promising link that spin the high quality manually written article. In this
spinning only the contents are changed retaining the meaning of the article.
Features, benefits and advantages of Guarantee Links Spinning Article Marketing
The unique content of article will be submitted to article submission sites, duplicate content will
not be published in any of the article submission sites, we are not charging for spinning the
articles, we can get number of unique article with the cost of single article.
* Inner URL page Web Directory Submission
Home page is the main or the first page of a website, every web sites will have different pages
linked to the main pages which is called as Inner URL. Many SEO services providers prompt
only the home page, Subash SEO expertise promote the inner pages and found that we can get
more traffic sites by promoting the inner page.
Features, benefits and advantages of Inner URL page Web Directory Submission
Subash SEO promote the inner URL pages same as the home page promoting, we write the
title and description for the inner page by our experienced writers, provides the submission
report to the customer.
* Guaranteed Approved News Release Links
Subash SEO firm submits the right, quality and documented news release sites and gets the
approval for the submitted documents. Getting the approval from the site administrator or
moderator is very difficult, so Subash SEO services concentrates for perfection, quality and
meaningful writings. Our SEO service provides guarantee for approval for the articles which is
one of the toughest job.
Features, benefits and advantages of Guaranteed Approved News Release Links
We provide reports for the approved links, we guarantee the approval for the article which
submitted to all high ranking news releases sites, more traffic will be created in your site as we
guarantee for approval link.
* Spinning Website Submission
Spinning website is one of the best methods to create more articles and documents from one
single source article and to submit to the websites and to promote the sites. Spinning website

Submission Service is one of the best services to increase the traffic sites. Subash SEO writes
the article with title and description by using the expert writers and spins the article using the
spinning software and promotes the websites linking to the top directories.
Features, benefits and advantages of Spinning Website Submission
Subash SEO doesn’t charge for spinning the website article, numerous articles are created in
the cost of one single article, and more number of articles can be created with less amount of
time. Rates are comparably less comparing to other services. And posts more spinned articles
sites for different websites and promote the article.
* Web 2.0 Cycling Services
Web 2.0 cycling is one of the best services of Subash SEO, which helps in boosting up your
website in search engines like Google, Yahoo, MSN etc. Web 2.0 cycling is connecting your
websites with the top ranking social networking sites, so that our service builds up the links for
your website and promotes in huge traffic and promotes to top blog sites.
Features, benefits and advantages of Web 2.0 Cycling Services
From our Web 2.0 cycling services helps to build up your links with numerous top ranking sites
and social networking sites and promotes huge traffic and automatically your site reaches to the
top most site and increases in sales of your product.
* UK Web Directory Submission
UK web Directory is basically for the UK websites. Subash SEO is one of the best services for
the UK Web Directory Submission, it has a variety of websites ranging from local business to
personal websites, our service promotes these UK sites to huge traffic, and links to the top most
websites, blogs and forums from which your site will be on the top links and can earn more
reorganization of the product and site.
Features, benefits and advantages of UK Web Directory Submission
The services of Subash SEO promote the links of UK Web Directories to top most links and
promote huge traffic. We will manually submit you site to each directory, and use relevant link
text and track results. Subash SEO is friendly and has a high Google PR. After completing the
submission we will send an excel report at the end of the process confirming which directories
your site has been submitted to.
* Web 2.0 Sub Wheeling Services

Web 2.0 sub wheeling service is one of the best services of Subash SEO which helps the
customer’s in boosting their money site with huge traffic, huge number of blog sites and to the
top social networking sites. There are 2 sites in these they are Web 2.0 Sub Wheeling and Web
2.0 Sub Wheeling with Promotion both the packages is the advanced method of cycling service
which boost your websites to the top ranked blog sites.
Features, benefits and advantages of Web 2.0 Sub Wheeling Services
These 2 packages are the best packages provides by Subash SEO for the valuable customers,
to boost up their websites by linking it to the top ranked sites and to the huge traffic and to the
top social networking sites and promoting the your link as the top link. There are many
packages can select according to your requirements our packages are comparably less than
other SEO services.

